
News Flash! Barbara Bush Spoke Out on Oral
Nonsense!
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“Clinton lied. A man might forget where
he parks or where he lives, 
but he never forgets oral sex, no matter
how bad it is.” 
— Barbara Bush

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA,
February 8, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 
When a former First Lady and mother to
another American President can speak
so candidly about oral sex, what’s
stopping the rest of us?

Nothing, of course. And this Valentine’s
Day, Tatiana only wants to make the
conversation easier and more open-
minded with her new book Oralicious: a
funny, insightful guide to boosting
everyone’s oral sex game!

Tatiana Carrera has always been fascinated by how one achieves an orgasm, and she learned early
on that women are not as lucky as men in this area. Longing to unlock the mystery and shed a bright
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forget where he parks or
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no matter how bad it is.” 

”
Barbara Bush

light on the joys, pleasures and rewards of performing oral sex
on your partner, Tatiana became a student of the sexual
Pleasure Journey.

Motivated by what she learned reading books, watching ’80s
porn, and enthusiastically living life, Tatiana’s passion is to
help ignite yours where it counts: in the bedroom. By
highlighting the importance of kissing, sensual foreplay,
exploration of our erogenous zones, and an open mind,
Tatiana wants the Pleasure Journey to be just as
unforgettable (because it’s good) for both partners—not just
on Valentine’s Day, but all through the year! 

Pick up a copy of Oralicious today to find out how the five senses, passion, and a willingness to
explore not only your body but your partner’s body more can definitely create memorable, guaranteed
orgasms from oral sex!

To secure your copy of Oralicious, Visit: 
Barnes & Noble 
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/oralicious-tatiana/1125193866?ean=9781504368247

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://oralsatisfaction.wordpress.com
http://www.tatianacarrera.com
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/oralicious-tatiana/1125193866?ean=9781504368247


Oralicious

Amazon 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/150436824
X

Balboa Press 
http://bookstore.balboapress.com/Advan
cedSearch/Default.aspx?SearchTerm=O
ralicious
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